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Young Men’s Tweed Suits at $45

Young men in college or in the world of business will appreciate the hundred-point value of these suits.

Made unreservedly from selected materials—in gleam-

tie greys, heather mixtures, fashionable plaids and a

variety of Scottish styles—and at such low prices as $45.

The suit is made from selected wool materials, and

study over Christmas wouldn’t be a bad idea.

INTERCOLLEGIA TE

LITERATURE REVEALS BILL
SHAKESPEARE AS SNAPPY

Back in 1600, in the days of wine

and song, Shakespeare, renowned over the

world as the poet of the ages, had

adored the present of the great

man of as he viewed the spot of the

twilight where the poet slept. He

were, his visions for us in his lifetime by

"Duchess Dowell—Henry VI.

"a touch, a touch, i do confes,"—

Hamlet.

"i do commend you to your backs,"—

Shakespeare.

"i will catch here the grease of your eves.

"we must have bloody noses and

"it’s the first time that ever i heard this

like it.
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